WHAT’S ON YOUR NIGHTSTAND
BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS
MAY 2019

FICTION
ALL MY PUNY SORROWS – Miriam Toews
THE GREAT ALONE – Kristin Hannah
HOMERFRONT – Kristin Hannah
LADDER TO THE SKY – John Boyne
THE SUMMER GUEST – Alison Anderson

NONFICTION
EDUCATED – Tara Westover
INTO THE RAGING SEA – Rachel Slade
IT CAN’T HAPPEN HERE – Sinclair Lewis
THE PLOT AGAINST AMERICA – Philip Roth
RECKLESS DAUGHTER – A PORTRAIT OF JONI MITCHELL
– David Yaffee
SAY NOTHING: A TRUE STORY OF MURDER AND MEMORY IN NORTHERN IRELAND – Patrick Radden Keefe

WALT WHITMAN – Paul Zweig

WOMEN ROWING NORTH – Mary Pipher

* MAYBE YOU SHOULD TALK TO SOMEONE – Iori Gottlieb (Kathy add on)